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Senate considers laptop requirement
By Jess Kinsella
Staff Reporter

campus

Nearly 400 saddled up for
the drag show Monday

»

Pride’s fourth annual drag
show raises money for the National
Transgender Center for Equality.
Check out the photo spread.
Page 6
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Center brings hope to
children in Illinois

»

Dennews.com Editor in Chief
Nora Maberry sat down with Jim
Walters, executive director of
HOPE of East Central Illinois. Jim
discussed the purpose of HOPE
and why domestic violence is a
problem in Coles County.
Dennews.com

Laptops can be used as an
efficient tool for technology and
65 percent of students coming to
Eastern already own one before
they enroll.
Brian Poulter and Doug

Lawhead,
both
journalism
professors, were asked by Academic
Technology Advisory Committee
to research the use of laptops at
Eastern and other universities.
They presented their research at
the Faculty Senate meeting Tuesday
in order to start a discussion on the
topic.

A number of universities already
require some or all of their students
to have laptops, Poulter said.
Lawhead said an initiative like
this is typically done in a step-bystep process at other universities.
Requiring all students to have
a laptop would allow everyone
computer access inside and outside

campus | Drag show

Metamorphosis
Freshman
volunteers to
be a drag queen
for the night

Advocacy center promotes
child safety

»

Pounce Online reporter Ann
Beauchane sat down with Pam
Riddle, executive director of the
Children’s Advocacy Center of East
Central Illinois. Riddle discusses
how she got involved with the
center and what the center does for
the children of east central Illinois.
Dennews.com
Sports

Eastern gets torched by
Illinois State senior guard

»

Illinois State’s senior guard
Megan McCracken sunk five first
half 3-pointers and blew the game
wide open, with ISU leading 52-35
at halftime.
“I was in the zone,” McCracken
said. “The basket literally looked
like it was 20 feet wide.”
Sophomore forward Rachel
Galligan, a Bloomington native,
was well received by the crowd, but
Galligan’s homecoming was spoiled
by the Redbirds.
Page 12
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Student models overcome
their fears of posing nude

»

Natalie Ehorn, a sophomore
English major, began posing for the
Life Drawing class at the beginning
of this semester when she learned
that the art department was short
on models.
“When hearing the word nudity,
most people immediately think of
pornography, but that is not the
case. With this Life Drawing class,
nudity actually benefits people and
helps them learn. It’s rewarding,”
Ehorn said.
Page 3

Staff Reporter

It’s been a year of firsts
for Roger Reeter.
His first year away at
college, his first time at
a drag show and his first
time wearing make-up
and knee-high boots.
Little
did
the
elementary
education
major know when he
left Carman Hall on
Monday night, he would
not only be seeing a drag
show, but participating in
one.
“I was playing pool in
the Carman lounge when
some girls came down
and they were like, ‘Hey
Roger, we’re going to the
drag show,’ and so I came.
I didn’t even know there
was a drag show,” Reeter
said.
After the first two
songs, Amaya Mann, a
drag queen and co-emcee,
took the stage and called
for a male volunteer from
the audience.
Reeter urged by his
friends took to the stage
and learned only when
he was in the spotlight
next to the sequinclad Mann that he had
volunteered to be made
up as a queen.
Reeter was sent back
to his seat and waited
anxiously for intermission
when the transformation
would take place.
Intermission came and
it was back to the dressing
rooms.
Aurora
Lamont
Carrington
touched
up her make-up, while
Sienna Mann made sure
her wig was dance-ready,
and Kelasia Karmikal
Carrington adjusted her
corset and squeezed into
a tiny outfit for the next

»

see faculty, Page 9

Movie
addresses
biracial
issues
“Black Indians”
explores a forgotten
chapter of American
history

By Katie Anderson

online

of the classroom, Poulter added.
One benefit would be that
students could purchase their
computers through the university
for much cheaper, he said.
Poulter presented an example:

By Youngchi Chang
Staff Correspondent

down.
He was given a sleek,
form-fitting, floor length
black overcoat and an
auburn wig.

Black Indians are the biracial
people of both Native American
and African American ancestry.
As part of efforts to celebrate
Native American Heritage Month
at Eastern, the Office of Minority
Affairs, in conjunction with
history department, will play a
documentary film titled “Black
Indians” at 7 p.m. in Room 2030
in Lumpkin Hall.
“This documentary explores
a forgotten chapter of American
history,” said Matthew Jennings,
assistant history professor.
Although the close relationship
between the two races has started
since Africans arrived in colonial
America, the story of Black Indians
has been overlooked, Jennings
said, whose main concentration
in research is the history of Native
Americans.
“This event is significant
because it further promotes the
importance of cultural diversity
and cultural awareness throughout
the university,” said Sonja Foster,
a graduate assistant for TRIO/
Student Support Services.
Like Jennings, Foster also
expects that the movie will shed
some light on issues that are not
regularly discussed, such as the
complex relationship between
Native and African Americans and
how the two races as minor groups
have shaped America.
“People of color, whether
Native American or African
American, have been subjected to
discrimination,” Jennings said. He
said American society, being highly
racialized, doesn’t deal particularly
well with racial ambiguity, even
though many people in the country
have multiple racial backgrounds.

»

»

Eric Hiltner | The Daily Eastern News

Roger Reeter, a elementary education major, has make-up applied after
volunteering to be turned into a drag queen during the “Saddle Up!” drag
show hosted by EIU Pride in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.

Performers dance, lip-sync, donate
Cameras flashed and fans rushed
the stage to tip the drag queens and
kings, stuffing dollars in their corsets and
exchanging bills mouth to mouth.
“This would have been inconceivable 30
years ago,” said Doug DiBianco, the faculty
adviser for Pride.
“We were afraid to have a dance in the

number.
“I’m prepared to
shave
my
beard,”
Reeter said as he waited
in the hallway backstage
for his turn to become
beautiful – Mann had

Union back then – afraid that people would
come and beat us up, and now look, we put
on a drag show on campus. That’s huge!”
Pride’s Saddle Up Drag Show took in
more than $1,000, part of which will be
donated to the National Transgender Center
for Equality.

»

see Drag Show, Page 9

assured him it would
only take her five
minutes.
Finally it was Reeter’s
turn. Mann took Reeter
into a dressing room and
instructed him to strip

see Drag Queen, Page 9

see biracial, Page 8
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Great Beginnings
project gets underway
By Sarah Whitney

Lou Hencken | Eastern president

News Editor

Inspiration struck President Lou
Hencken this summer while looking
at the construction view through
the Bridge Lounge windows.
He wants to fix them, but not
because they are broken. Instead he
wants to turn them into artwork.
“Etched into the glass will be
some Great Beginnings in literature
– the first line of a great book, or
a great play, or a great poem, or a
great speech – that echoes down to
us over the ages,” he said during his
speech after the faculty luncheon
on Aug. 30.
During his speech, Hencken
titled the window project “Great
Beginnings."
The window committee met for
the first time Tuesday, to begin the
process of accepting submissions
and narrowing them down.
Students, faculty, staff, alumni
and community members can
contribute quotes.
The committee tentatively will
begin accepting those around
April.
In between time, Steve Shrake,
Eastern’s design and construction
manager, will work with an architect
Jeff Cooley, vice president for

“Etched into the glass will be some Great
Beginnings in literature – the first line of a
great book, or a great speech – that echoes
down to us over the ages.”
business affairs and the Union Staff
to determine what the windows will
look like.
All the windows on both sides
of the Bridge Lounge would be
replaced during the project, but only
the 19 windows overlooking the
North Quad would have quotes.
“We get a lot of guests that
come to this building, their view of
campus is through those windows,”
Hencken said.
Right now, they are looking
through something ugly, he added.
One concern Cooley mentioned
during the meeting was that etching
glass weakens it.
“I think we’d have a lot of broken
glass,” Shrake said.
Instead, the two suggested
using an appliqué, which could be
printed in house and then stuck
to the window. This would be
more cost-effective and allow some
flexibility if 20 years down the line,

the quotes needed to be changed,
Cooley explained.
All committee members and
Hencken agreed that this was a
good idea.
Committee Chair Ann Brownson
made another suggestion that
different fonts be used according to
the tone of the quote.
So a curvier font would be used
for a flowery quote, she said.
The committee will meet at 11
a.m. Tuesday to further clarify how
submissions will be gathered and
decide the maximum length they
can be.
If everything goes according
to schedule, the project should be
completed before Homecoming
2008.
“I’ve had a lot of opportunities
to cut ribbons,” Hencken said. “It
will be nice to have it (this project)
be the first ribbon for the new
president.”
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Resolution asks for student
teaching throughout state
By Matt Hopf
Student Government Reporter

Education majors from East
St. Louis or Peoria may be in for
a surprise. Eastern does not offer
student teaching in that area.
At tonight’s Student Senate
meeting, Student Senate member
Jeff Melanson will introduce a
resolution that will recommend
that the university include student
teaching districts across the entire
state within the next two years.
Students from these areas
currently have to drive longer
distances or move.
“Students want to be able to go
down and student teach in whatever
area they live in,” Melanson, who is
the Academic Affairs Committee
chair, said.
If the resolution passes, Melanson
may present the idea to the Council
for Teacher Education.
He would also present a couple
of alternative ideas for students to
the council.
One option would allow students
who live in these districts to receive
a discount in tuition, Melanson
said.
In other business, two bylaw

Jeff Melanson |
Academic Affairs
Committee chair

“Students want
to be able to go
down and student
teach in whatever
area they live
in.”

The Student Senate meeting
starts at 7 p.m. in the ArcolaTuscola Room in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.

changes will be introduced.
The first bylaw change would
remove the provision that the
Housing Committee chair has to
assign on-campus Student Senate
members to attend hall council
meetings.
The second bylaw change would
add a new provision that would

assign all Student Senate members
a Recognized Student Organization
or hall council meeting to attend.
Members would attend all
the meetings of the group they
are assigned to and act as liaison
between the groups.
“We’d (Student Senate) be able
to branch out to different RSOs,
and we’d be able to develop a
relationship with the students
within that RSO,” said Student
Senate Speaker Kent Ohms.
Students could relay problems
to that particular member and be
directed to the proper member or
committee that would handle that
problem, Ohms said.
Also, Student Senate will vote
on three different conference
allocations.
The Conference on Student
Government Associations and the
Illinois Board of Higher Education
Student Advisory Committee are
asking for travel and fee funds.
The Illinois Student Government
Association Conference committee
members are asking that funds be
transferred from a separate account
to cover extra expenses incurred
to expand the conference to more
schools.

ROYAL HEIGHTS
APARTMENTS
Renting for Fall 2007

3 Bedroom Apartments

- New Carpet		
- Free Parking

Close to Campus - Great Rent Rates
For Info Call Becky at 345-0936

WEDNESDAY @
OPE N
AM
11

weatheroutlook
Today

Thursday

Friday

68˚ | 53˚

54˚ | 31˚

32˚ | 20˚

Mostly Cloudy

Rain

Snow

- New Furniture
- Includes Trash

TON IT E

...

Chicken Club $3.49
(or Spicy)

w/ fries

BIG BOTTLES $2.50
C H E RS

T ROPICA L PIT

campus | academics
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campusbriefs
“Black Indians: An American
Story”

»

“Black Indians: An American Story”
is a movie followed by a discussion
moderated by Matthew Jennings, from
the history department.
The event will be today at 7 p.m. in
Lumpkin Hall, Room 2030 . This is a
Native American Heritage Month event.
The movie is about James Earl Jones,
Crispus Attucks, Frederick Douglass and
Tina Turner among other noteworthy
African Americans that trace their roots
to Native America.
The story of the centuries-long
interaction between African Americans
and Native Americans is just beginning
to be understood.

policereport
Carrie Hollis | the daily eastern news

Todd Anticevich, a senior 2D studio major, works on a drawing of a nude model Wednesday evening at Art Park West as part of a life drawing
class offered by Jenny Chi.

In the nude

Student models were nervous at first, but soon overcame their fears
By Beth Hackett
Staff Reporter

Natalie Ehorn, a sophomore English major,
began posing for the Life Drawing class at the
beginning of this semester when she learned that
the art department was short on models.
“When hearing the word nudity, most people
immediately think of pornography, but that is
not the case. With this Life Drawing class,
nudity actually benefits people and helps them
learn. It’s rewarding,” Ehorn said.
The class is composed of approximately
fifteen students stationed around the room with
their easels and art supplies, a professor walking
around for assistance, and a model posed in the
front of the class.
Ryan Stripens, a senior art education major,
has an emphasis in painting and drawing
classes.
“This class has helped me develop the way I
see things and goes hand in hand with drawing,”
Said Stripens.
Professor Jenny Chi has been teaching this

class at Eastern since 2002.
Chi said, “Figurative artwork is my passion,
and I want the community to know that it is
a positive thing. I know it is positive because I
have students coming back every semester.”
Yolanda Pilch, a senior art major, is taking
this class for the third time. “I have definitely
learned a lot since the first one I took. This class,
out of all of them, has helped me progress the
most,” Pilch said.
Chi believes figurative art is important
because the human figure is the ultimate
challenge. It is key for people to take a step and
at least experience it.
Chi taught this class in Florida years ago
and was openly attacked by the surrounding
community because they disagreed with the
objective of the class. Chi fought to keep the class
going because she firmly believes that it helps
students learn craft, techniques and respect, not
only for themselves but also for others around
them.
Chi explained that the art students are very
mature and professional; therefore it is easy for

the model to become comfortable and relaxed.
Ehorn explained that her first time modeling
for the class was awkward at first.
“I walked up there and thought, ‘what am
I doing?’ But shortly after class started I felt
comfortable and everyone was respectful and
pleasant,” she said.
Ehorn knows it is for art and that it is a
learning experience and definitely plans to
continue modeling.
Taylor Bennett, a sophomore 2D art major,
started modeling last year.
“I was actually pretty excited. I was only
nervous for about the first five minutes or so.
After that I was fine,” she said.
Bennett said that she really enjoys coming in
to see how the students draw her because they
all have different styles and the pieces turn out
beautifully. Both Ehorn and Bennett have asked
students for copies of their work.
Bennett explained that the art department is
always looking for new models to add variety,
and they accept applications throughout the
year for anyone interested.

Early Bird Registration offers incentives

»

Criminal Damage to Property - On
Sunday, Nov. 12 it was reported that a
motorcycle was damaged while parked
in X lot on campus.
Burglary - On Wednesday, Nov. 15 it
was reported that personal property
was stolen from a room in Thomas Hall.
The victim could not provide any leads
or suspect information.
Internet Fraud - Wednesday, Nov. 15
Under investigation.
Criminal Damage to Property - On
Sunday, Nov. 19 it was reported that
a red Chevrolet was damaged while
parked on the south side of Lantz
Arena.

oncampus

Tomorrow
International Forum
Time | 2:30 p.m.
Location |Charleston/Mattoon Room
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
More info | 581-7487
Study Abroad Info Session
Time | 4 p.m.
Location | Blair Hall Room 1207
More info | 581-7267
Student Recital:
Chris Alexander, trombone, and Megan
Larson, horn
Time |6 p.m.
Location | Wesley United Methodist
Church, 2206 Fourth St.

ourmistakes

Registering early for housing gives students an extra 100 dining dollars
By Erin Singraber
Staff Correspondent

It may seem early, but it is time
for students to start thinking about
housing for next year.
The University Housing &
Dinning Services is offering Early
Bird Registration to students who
wish to live on campus next year.
Those who are thinking about
reserving a place in a Residence Hall
or Greek Court may be tempted by
the extra incentives being offered.
Students who sign a contract,
fill out a survey and pay the initial
housing payment of $250 by

Dec. 15 will automatically have
100 dining dollars added to their
Panther Card at the start of the fall
2007 semester.
Meghan Leonard, a Junior
Sociology major said, “I signed up
for Early Bird Registration last year
because it helped me get everything
in on time and allowed me to stay
on top of things.”
She added “I enjoyed receiving
the benefit of an extra 100 dining
dollars.”
Early Bird Registration also helps
Housing & Dining Services.
Mark Hudson, director of
housing and dining said, “It helps

us because it establishes a base of
who is returning next year.”
Along
with
automatically
receiving an extra 100 dining
dollars, students are also entered
into a drawing for a chance to win
prizes.
First prize is free room and
board for the 2007-2008 academic
year for one male student and one
female student.
Second prize is free room for
the 2007-2008 academic year for
one male student and one female
student.
Third prize is a double room as a
single room upgrade for the 2007-

2008 academic year.
Residents would be responsible
for everything minus the additional
charge for a single room.
Last year 575 students signed up
for Early Bird Registration.
The Early Bird contract must be
signed between Nov. 27 and Dec.
15.
Paperwork must be completed at
the Office of University Housing &
Dining Services in the west wing of
the lower level of the Martin Luther
King, Jr. University Union.
At that time, the initial $250
housing payment must be made to
the RHA.

»

In Tuesday’s edition of the Daily
Eastern News, the headline on the front
page about retiring county clerk Betty
Coffrin was misleading. Coffrin was in
her position for 35 years.
The DEN regrets the errors.

Comments | Corrections |
events

To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, Sarah
Whitney, via:
Phone | 581-7942,
E-mail | DENnewsdesk@gmail.com
Office visit | 1811 Buzzard Hall.
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drawn from the news | david thill

By Shazia Haq
University of South Carolina

ourview

Name change
unnecessary
The Eastern Purchasing Department
recently decided to change its name
to the Department of Procurement,
Disbursements and Contract Services in
an attempt to more accurately reflect the
services the department provides.
Though this technically may be more
accurate, we at The Daily Eastern News feel
the name change convolutes and distorts
the meaning of the department more than
anything.
This change does not bring forward
a scandal, but it is the kind of thing that
makes students and faculty scratch their
heads, wondering why more important
issues are not being tackled.
Another problem is the confusion that
might be caused as an effect of the name
change.
We believe this will confuse anyone
looking for the services the formerly
known Purchasing Department supplies.
In a fast online search of other Illinois
universities, their purchasing departments
can be found quickly under that name,
and anyone looking to contact this
department can find it easily by typing
in the well known name of “Purchasing
Department.”
Now that Eastern’s department name
has been changed to the Department
of Procurement, Disbursements and
Contract Services, it is likely people trying
to find what was formally known as the
Purchasing Department will have trouble
being directed to this long and obscure
name for a department.
We find it unlikely that Eastern’s
Department of Procurement,
Disbursements and Contract Services
will be a pioneer or trendsetter for other
purchasing departments across the state
and nation, but in case the idea takes off,
we have some suggestions for new name
changes:
• Housing and Dining: The Office
of Living Quarters and Nutritional
Disbursement.
• Textbook Rental: The Department
of the Disbursement of Three-year-old
Knowledge.
• The football team: The Department
of Getting Owned by Gateway Teams.
• The Honors College: The Department
for Students Who Excel Beyond the
Means of Other Students (We’ll Give You
a Yellow Tassel).
The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the opinions editor at
DENopinions@gmail.com.

Science,
religion not
incompatible

columnist | Adam Testa

Local issues go unnoticed
The average American citizen wants
to give off the appearance they are
knowledgeable and care about world issues.
Over 400,000 people have died in
Darfur over the last three years.
Logically, when an American wants to
look like they care, they will talk about
Darfur and donate money to organizations
that provide aid in Darfur.
But why do Americans latch on to this
cause halfway around the world when there
are more pressing issues affecting other
people of the world?
Maybe it’s because the American people
are trying to give themselves a second
chance after America practically ignored the
Rwandan genocide in 1994.
Probably not. But then again, an
Academy Award-nominated film like “Hotel
Rwanda” will raise awareness for our pop
culture-centric country.
Now, it’s not necessarily a bad thing for
people to support the people of Darfur. The
bad part of the issue comes into play when
so many people focus all their attention and
effort on Darfur when there are other causes
that demand attention.
If a college student were to search for
Darfur on Facebook, there are over 500
groups that will come up.
Many of these groups are people agreeing
to donate money to Darfur based on the
amount of people who join the group.
Others are people who just want to
look like they feel bad about the Darfurian
conflict.
But yet, amongst all the other groups are
those of people who realize that other causes
exist in the world.
Members of these other groups realize
that more issues directly affect America and
our lives than the tragedies of Darfur.
According to the National Coalition for
the Homeless, 444,000 people experienced
homelessness in America in 2000. This is the
equivalent to 6.3 percent of the American
population.
This is without the numbers of people
who were forced to evacuate their homes

because of Hurricane Katrina.
Many organizations have been working
for more than a year to aid in the recovery
efforts from the damage left by Katrina.
These organizations would be very willing
to accept financial and time donations from
American citizens.
Citizens of Coles County could also be
working on a local level to make a difference
in the community.
Organizations such as the PADS
homeless shelter in Mattoon and the Child
Advocacy Center in Charleston would
more than likely meet any assistance with
gratitude.
Local citizens could also take part in
Coles County drug prevention efforts
by both donating funds to anti-drug
organizations or educating themselves on
drug-related issues and taking an activist
role to spread this information.
Though countless ways exist in America
and even in Coles County, the vision of
American activism and belief in a cause
seems to gravitate to one international
cause. Whether it be the conflict in Darfur
or a tsunami in Asia, the American people
gather around one cause and hold on to it
for a while.
While this is not necessarily a bad
practice, the American people just need to
be sure not to continually fall into the trap
of ignoring our issues at home.
If people really care about making
a difference in the world, and not just
appearing like they want to, this is the first
step.

Adam
Testa
Adam Testa is a senior journalism major.
He can be reached at adamtesta@gmail.com.

Featured blogger | kevin kenealy
"Don’t look for Dylan’s light, folksy
voice heard in his early Highway 61
Revisited or his stoner tone on Blood on
the Tracks or the Basement Tapes. But
Dylan, much more coarse, mature, does
approach Modern Times successfully."

(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES – This
month there was a large, different kind
of commotion: theories flying, grave
words exchanged and people arguing
about the grand nature of the universe
– a serious debate on the balance of
religion and science in today’s society.
While the underlying message of the
convention seemed muddled beneath
layers of debate and discussion, the
general consensus was crystal clear:
Religious beliefs should not stifle
universal curiosity, and the presence of
faith does not automatically cancel out
the need for scientific inquiry.
The convention, titled “Beyond
Belief: Science, Religion, Reason and
Survival,” took place at the Salk Institute
for Biological Studies in La Jolla, Calif.,
this month in order to further explore
the growing presence of religion as a
geopolitical force and its arguable trump
over science in the issues of natural
phenomenon and the creation of the
universe.
Prior to the event, the convention’s
Web site posed a series of questions to
the public in order to generate debate
over the selected issues. Some of the
questions were:
“Will faith and dogma trump
rational inquiry, or will it be possible
to reconcile religious and scientific
world views? Can evolutionary biology,
anthropology and neuroscience help us
to better understand how we construct
beliefs, and experience empathy, fear
and awe? Can science help us create
a new rational narrative as poetic and
powerful as those that have traditionally
sustained societies?”
These questions are of fundamental
importance to scientists today as
they encapsulate the great modern
scientific debates, much like the grand
philosophical debates of Copernicus and
Newton, where convention trumped
science, and convention was mistaken.
Yet many researchers are concerned
scientific inquiry is now hitting an
invisible wall with regard to how much
should be investigated and if a cap
should be placed on just how much
inquiry is enough.
“What concerns me now is that even
if you’re as brilliant as Newton, you
reach a point where you start basking
in the majesty of God and then your
discovery stops – it just stops,” Neil
deGrasse Tyson, director of the Hayden
Planetarium in the Rose Center for
Earth and Space, argued.
Francisco J. Ayala, a former Roman
Catholic priest and now an evolutionary
biologist at the University of California,
Irvine, disagreed. “There are 6 billion
people in the world,” he said. “If we
think that we are going to persuade
them to live a rational life based on
scientific knowledge, we are not only
dreaming – it is like believing in the
fairy godmother.”
Indeed it is this need to confront
things we don’t understand that many
people view as an unequal and opposing
power struggle between what is written
in scripture and what is argued in
scientific texts.
Doubt does not constitute a dismissal
of religion. Accordingly, faith is not the
antonym of curiosity, and religion and
science do not have to be contradictory
ideals. Let’s hope the presence of natural
wonderment and the goal of discovery
propels the scientific community to risk
the unknown.

send us your opinions
E-mail | DENopinions@gmail.com
Mail | 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920
Fax | 217.581.2923
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Online survey deadline extended to December
Nicole Weskerna
Education Reporter

Eastern’s Human Resources Department
has extended the availability of an online
survey that will provide customers’ perspectives
of the services they provide.
Sandy Bowman, Human Resources
Training Coordinator, said the survey covers
employment, testing, payroll, benefits,
classification and training within the
department. She said that approximately 30
people have completed the survey so far, and

The survey will be available online until
Dec. 6 at the following Web site:
http://www.eiu.edu/~humanres/training/
customerservice/survey.php.
it is available to anyone.
“Our target audience (is) the employees
here at EIU and especially managers and
supervisors who use our services to help them
do their job,” Bowman said.
Bowman said that Human Resources
conducts this type of survey every few years
to assess the quality of past services and gather

suggestions from customers about what
services could be improved.
The last survey conducted was in 2001.
“Since that time, there have been quite a
few personnel changes,” Bowman said. “We
feel it is important to continue to evaluate the
service we provide.”
She also said that the department wants to
make sure that they are responsive as needs
change.
“The entire Human Resources area has
made changes to the way we communicate
by taking advantage of an updated Web

site and more rapid deployment of
information,” Bowman said. “Each area also
provides information through presentations
throughout the year.”
She said that since 2001, there have
been training sessions on Customer Service,
specifically for Human Relations.
Since replacing the old system with the
Banner Finance system, which encompasses
the areas of purchasing, accounting and
budget, Bowman said there are already a lot
of changes in the works as far as procedures
go.

November 27 - 30

OPEN SEASON (PG) DAILY 7:00
FLICKA (PG) DAILY 6:45

SHOWTIMES FOR NOV 27 - 30
BOBBY (R) 4:30 7:30 10:10
DEJA VU (PG 13) ON TWO SCREENS
4:00 7:00 10:00
DECK THE HALLS (PG) 5:00 7:15 9:40
HAPPY FEET (PG) 3:45 6:20 8:50
CASINO ROYALE (PG 13) 4:45 8:00
LETS GO TO PRISON (R) 9:50
STRANGER THAN FICTION (PG 13)
4:10 6:50 9:30
BORAT (R) 2:15 5:15 7:40 9:55
SANTA CLAUSE 3: THE ESCAPE CLAUSE
(G) 4:20 6:40 9:00
FLUSHED AWAY (PG) 2:30 5:30 7:50
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3 BEDROOM DUPLEXES
&
4 BEDROOM HOUSES

& SPRING 2007

Free parking
Free shuttle service
New construction

Huge yards
we maintain
Furniture Available

217.345.1400
WE ARE RAISING THE BAR IN STUDENT HOUSING AT EIU
APPLY ONLINE TODAY AT
www.universityvillagehousing.com
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Ryan Spoor, a 23-year-old cosmetology student from Champaign, spends nearly three hours Monday night in the women’s dressing room of the Grand Ballroom in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union, transforming himself into Aurora Lamont Carrington for the Pride “Saddle Up!” drag show. Spoor started performing as Aurora in March 2004 after being asked
to appear at a benefit show to raise money for a lymphoma patient’s medical bills at Parkland College in Champaign. Spoor found he enjoyed the experience and regularly performs as
Aurora in area shows. Below: Spoor applies mascara before Monday’s show. He spent two days preparing for “Saddle Up!” by picking out costumes, cosmetics and music.

Pride’s fourth annual drag show raises
money for the National Transgender
Center for Equality

Photos by Jay Grabiec | The Daily Eastern News

Aurora Lamont Carrington, above, Amaya Mann, above right, and
Kelasia Karmikal Carrington, right, dance and lip-sync Monday night in
the Grand Ballroom as part of EIU Pride’s “Saddle Up!” drag show.
The fourth annual show took in more than $1,000, part of which will be
donated to the National Transgender Center for Equality.
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statebriefs
springfield

Legislative struggle over
electric rate freeze escalates

»

House Speaker Michael Madigan
and his fellow Democrats pushed
unsuccessfully Tuesday for a three-year
freeze on electric rates. The freeze fell
six votes short of passing, but Madigan
said he would try again in January.
The fate of a compromise remained
unclear with just two days left in the
Legislature’s fall veto session. Unless
lawmakers take action, electric prices
will soar when a new rate-setting
system takes effect Jan. 1.
jacksonville

Teen pleads guilty after driving
over another teen, killing fetus

»

A 16-year-old Jacksonville girl
who drove her car over another teen,
injuring her and causing the death of
her unborn baby, has pleaded guilty
to voluntary manslaughter and been
placed under house arrest.
Kayla Francis, 16, who also pleaded
guilty Monday to aggravated battery,
cannot leave her house except for
school, court appearances and for
medical reasons until the end of the
school year. Francis was sentenced to
12 years in prison in adult court, but
that sentence will be vacated if she
successfully completes her juvenile
probation.
chicago

Field Museum launches
adopt-an-artifact program

»

A T-Rex skull, two stuffed elephants
and a meteorite from Australia are
among the more than 20 popular
exhibits included in an adopt-an-artifact
program begun this month by Chicago’s
Field Museum.
Money raised from individuals or
corporations will go toward the
museum’s endowment fund, now
around $290 million, said Sheila Cawley,
the museum’s official in charge of the
new sponsorship program.
The sponsorships start at $25,000
and run as high as $2.5 million.

state | government

House settles on
wage compromise
The Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD – Hundreds
of thousands of low-income
workers would get raises but not
automatic cost-of-living increases
under a compromise plan to raise
the Illinois minimum wage that
surfaced Tuesday in the state
House.
The proposal calls for a $1
increase in the minimum wage
next July, bringing it to $7.50 an
hour. That would be followed by
three 25-cent increases to bring
the minimum to $8.25 by July
2010.
In a concession to business
groups, Democratic leaders
dropped the idea of linking the
minimum wage to the rate of
inflation so that it would increase
automatically every year.
Gov. Rod Blagojevich and
House Speaker Michael Madigan
also agreed to let businesses
continue to pay a special wage
– 50 cents below the minimum
– to probationary employees and
workers under 18.
Business
groups
remain
opposed to raising the minimum
wage, arguing it will force them
to raise prices or cut jobs. But
they said the new version is
an improvement, particularly
because wages wouldn’t be tied to
inflation.
“It’s definitely less awful,”
said Kim Clarke Maisch, Illinois
director of the National Federation
of Independent Business.
Business groups argue that if
the minimum wage must increase,
it should be done nationwide
so that Illinois employers don’t

face payroll costs that are sharply
higher than in neighboring
states.
The national minimum wage
is $5.15 an hour, although the
new Democratic majorities in
Congress are talking about an
increase to $7.25.
Illinois already has increased
the state minimum wage,
bringing it to $6.50 an hour in
January 2005. Someone working
40 hours a week at that rate makes
$13,520 a year.
At $7.50 an hour, that worker
would make $15,600. At $8.25,
the total reaches $17,160.
Blagojevich said more than
300,000 Illinoisans make less
than $7.50 an hour and would
benefit from a higher minimum
wage, as would a similar number
of people making a little above
the minimum who probably
would see raises. Those workers
have nearly 300,000 children, he
added.
“So increasing the minimum
wage means helping nearly one
million people keep up with
the cost of living and it means
making it a little easier for them
to get by,” Blagojevich said in a
statement.
The compromise measure was
approved on a party-line vote by
the House Labor Committee.
Madigan said the full House will
consider it Wednesday.
The Senate already has
approved the original version,
with the annual cost-of-living
increases. But Senate President
Emil Jones, D-Chicago, called
the revised version something “we
possibly could live with.”

Latvia

Bush says U.S. won’t
withdraw troops from Iraq

»

Under intense pressure to change
course, President Bush on Tuesday
rejected suggestions Iraq has fallen
into civil war and vowed not to pull
U.S. troops out “until the mission is
complete.” At the opening of a NATO
summit, Bush also urged allies to
increase their forces in Afghanistan
to confront a strengthening Taliban
insurgency.
Turkey

Pope asks religious leaders
to renounce violence

»

Pope Benedict XVI urged
leaders of all religions Tuesday
to “utterly refuse” to support any
form of violence in the name of
faith, while Turkey’s top Muslim
cleric complained to the pontiff
of growing “Islamophobia” in the

world. As he began his first visit
to a Muslim country – a trip that
drew extraordinary security but few
onlookers – Benedict sought a careful
balance as he extended friendship
and brotherhood to Muslims, hoping
to end the outcry from many Muslims
over his remarks linking Islam to
violence.
iraq

Six Iraqis killed as U.S.
soldiers fight insurgents

»

U.S. soldiers fought with
suspected insurgents using a building
as a safe house in Ramadi on
Tuesday, killing one Iraqi man and five
females, ranging in age from an infant
to teenagers, the U.S. military said.
Ramadi, 70 miles west of Baghdad,
has been the scene of some of Iraq’s
fiercest fighting between U.S. forces
and Sunni insurgents. It is the capital
of Anbar province, where many Iraqi
insurgents are based.
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Discussion will follow the film. Jennings said he plans to
discuss the history of Black Indians in the United States.
Through the discussion, Jennings wishes for students to

NOVEMBER INTERNATIONAL
FORUM on Thursday November
30 from 2:30-3:30pm in the
Charleston-Mattoon
Room-University Union. Dr. Michael
Havey will present on “As Others
See Us: How Europeans View
Americans.” Free Refreshments.
_____________________11/29

!BARTENDING! Up to $250/
day, no experience necessary.
Training available 800-965-6520
ext. 239
_____________________11/30
EGG DONOR NEEDED: loving,
childless couple searching for
their special angel. Prefer healthy
college student. STD FREE, no
smoking or drugs. Between the
ages of 19-27, 5’5” or taller.
Light brown to blonde hair, blue
eyes and average weight. $5,000
compensation plus all medical
and travel. Please respond by
email to TNCRAMBO@aol.com
______________________12-6
Are you looking for a parttime evening position in a fun,
professional office atmosphere?
Ruffalo
Cody/
Westaff
is
seeking professional telephone
fundraisers. Flexible scheduling,
weekly paychecks. Part-time
evenings. No “cold calling”
required. Stop by Westaff at 651
Castle Dr. or call 345-1303 for
more information.
______________________12/6

Sublessor Needed Spring 2007
Campus Pointe (217) 345-6001
Mention Dale and Dan
_____________________12/01
Sublessor needed for SP ‘07. 1
room in a house, $275/month
+ utlities, 2 car garage, W/D,
dishwasher, garbage pick-up,
wireless internet, pets allowed!!
Double bed and desk available,
if desired. Call Kevin @ 630-3062800.
_____________________12/03

Sublessor needed for Spring 07.
Spacious one bedroom apartment
on 7th Street, fully furnished.
Free parking/garbage. Close to
Buzzard! Call (708) 404-1229
A.S.A.P!
______________________12/7
Sublessor needed.
Freshly
remodeled, internet and garbage
included. Negotiable on rent.
Call Christina at 217-257-5013.
_____________________12/11

In the woods, former professor
P Scott Smith’s home on two
acres, one mile South of Eastern.
3 bdrm, 1 and 1/2 baths, walkout basement, 92% efficient gas
furnace. Call 348-7862 or 3486708. Briggerman Realty
_____________________11/29
FALL 2007: 3 Bedroom House
East of Campus near Buzzard.
rcrrentals.com or call 345-5821.
______________________12/1
6 Bedroom house for rent, 2
blocks from campus. 11 month
lease available August 2007 2342867
______________________12/1
DON’T WAIT! EXTREMELY
NICE 2 BEDROOM APTS AND
3 BEDROOM HOMES WITH
W/D. NO PETS. LITTEKEN
RENTALS.345-9267
______________________12/1
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath Home’s.
“Campus side of Lincoln.” $300
a month per person. No Pets.
345-5037.
______________________12/1
5 Bedroom, 2 Bath Home.
“Campus side of Lincoln.” $300
a month per person. No Pets.
345-5037.
______________________12/1
3 Bedroom, 1 Bath Home’s.
“Campus side of Lincoln.” $300
a month per person. No Pets.
345-5037.
______________________12/1
Fall 07’-08’ 3/4 bedroom house,2
blocks from campus. A/C,2 car
garage.348-0394
______________________12/4

Classified Advertising Rates

Student Classified Rates 581-2812
9-4 M-F
$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates

$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

$10

Monthly Online classified advertising
available
@ www.dennews.com

$10

try to figure out why the stories are important, but also why
they are often ignored or covered up.
“I personally hope that the movie and the discussion will
encourage audience members, especially persons of color, to
learn more about the rich history between Native and African
Americans,” Foster said.

Kinuko
Tanaka,
a
junior
communication
studies major, said showing the film would be
helpful
in
understanding
different
cultures.
“[The event] sounds very interesting,” Kinuko said, who came
to the United States from Japan in 2004.
“EIU is a small school, with a little more than 100

1106
Johnson,
AWESOME,
spatial duplex, 5 bedrooms, 2 1/2
bath, 2 blocks from campus, w/d,
avail Jan. 2007, utilities included.
345-2982
______________________12/8
Available Jan-July 07’ 5 bedroom
house. 348-9339
______________________12/8
Large 2 Bedroom Duplex, water
and trash paid. Open Immediately
or Jan. 2 people $275 each.
Washer and Dryer included. 3487733 or 512-0334.
______________________12/8
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT
Across from campus. www.
eiuapts.com. 345-2416
_____________________12/11
One, two, three, and four
bedroom
fully
furnished
apartments, duplexes leasing for
2007-2008.
Lincoln Avenue
and Ninth Street locations for
additional information call 3480157.
_____________________12/11
One and two bedroom fully
furnished apartments available
Spring 2007 Lincoln Avenue and
Ninth Street locations. For more
information call 348-0157.
_____________________12/11
IMMEDIATELY
AVAILABLE.
Furnished
3br.
and
2br.
apartments.
Sublease/terms
negotiable. 1 Block from campus.
Call 217-493-7559
_____________________12/11
For rent fall 2007 11 bedroom1102 6th St..; 4 bedroom- 1800
12th St..; 5 bedroom- 1204
Garfield; 2 bedroom- 1705 12th
St.. 217-868-5610
______________________1/08
3 Br. Homes, Fall 07, washers
and dryers, from $240/person to
$350. 549-3333
______________________1/09
For Lease Fall 2007 1 through
6 bedroom houses. Great
locations, Great rates 217-3463583 or 217-549-2454 www.
eiustudenthousing.com
______________________1/10
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_______________________ 00
Park Place Apartments: 1 unit
available immediately call for
details. Contact Jen 348-1479
_______________________ 00
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345-7286 www.
jwilliamsrentals.com
_______________________ 00
Now renting Fall 07’/Spring
08’ 9th Street Apartments. 3&4
bedroom lease and security
required. No pets 348-8305
_______________________ 00

3 and 4 bedroom Apartments
$ 285 & $290. Trash,leather
furniture, and parking. One block
from campus. Call 235-0405 or
254-0754
_______________________ 00
Houses and Apartments of All
Sizes. Close to Campus. Washers,
Dryers and Dishwashers. Garbage
Included. 345-6967
_______________________ 00
New 1 bedroom apt. W/D,
stove, refrigerator, microwave,
dishwasher. Trash paid. $495/
month 117 W. Polk. Call 3487746 or www.CharlestonILApts.
com
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom furnished apt with
stove, refrigerator, microwave.
3 blocks from E side of EIU.
$445 1 person, $250 each 2
people. Trash paid. 2001 S.
12th St. Call 348-7746 or www.
CharlestonILApts.com
_______________________ 00
Available Jan 1st .1 BR Apt.
Water & Trash included, off street
parking. $375/mo. Buchanan St
Apts. 345-1266
_______________________ 00
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES.
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2007
2,3,4,5,6,7, & 8 BEDROOMS
HOUSES, DUPLEXES AND APTS
VIEW AVAILABLE PROPERTIES
AT www.eiprops.com or call
345-6210/549-0212
_______________________ 00
SPRING 07’ 1-4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE. CAMPUS
SIDE! CALL FOR DETAILS 3456100 www.jbapartments.com
_______________________ 00
2-3-4 BEDROOM HOUSES,
DUPLEXES AND APARTMENTS.
FALL 2007. ALL CAMPUS SIDE!
345-6100
www.jbapartments.
com
_______________________ 00
NOW LEASING for Fall 071,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great
locations,some include wireless
internet. Call for details 3457286
_______________________ 00
Leasing for Jan. Spacious 1 or
2 person apt. w/garage W/D in
basement. Quite area No Pets
Short lease For details call 3457286
_______________________ 00
Houses near Rec Center;
6
bedroom 2 bath. Dishwashers,
washers, dryers, and central air
217-345-6967
_______________________ 00
7 bedroom house near Old Main.
2 1/2 baths 2 kitchens. Washer,
dryer, central air. 217-345-6967
_______________________ 00
University Village. 4 bedroom
houses $450/per person. All
utilities included.345-1400
_______________________ 00

New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across
from
Lantz.
Fully
Furnished. Call Today for Lowered
Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
_______________________ 00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000.
_______________________ 00
FOR
2007-2008
SCHOOL
YEAR. VERY NICE 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 7, AND 8 BEDROOM
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND
APARTMENTS.
FOR MORE
INFO VISIT US AT MYEIUHOME.
COM OR CALL US AT (217)4937559.
_______________________ 00
Available August 07, 2 bedroom,
1 bathroom apartment. Close to
campus. $460 total 512-9528
_______________________ 00
LADIES CUTE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
AT 1521 1ST STREET. VERY
ECONOMICAL.
10-MONTH
LEASE. 345-5048.
_______________________ 00
FALL 2007 3,2 BEDROOM
HOUSES. 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH
APARTMENTS. 1026 EDGAR.
348-5032
_______________________ 00
3 bedroom apartments, walking
distance to campus. Sign lease
in November for 07-08’ school
year. 10% discount on 1st months
rent.345-3554
_______________________ 00
1 bedroom apartments fro August
07-08’.PP& W PROPERTIES,
2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS;
1 BLOCK AND 11/2 BLOCKS
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON
6TH STREET. 1 OR 2 PERSON
LEASES. CENTRAL HEAT,A/C
AND LAUNDRY FACILITIES.
WATER,TRASH
SERVICES
AND OFF STREET PARKING
INCLUDED.Perfect for serious
students
or
couples.3488249,www.ppwrentals.com
_______________________ 00
Fall 2007 PP&W Properties, Inc.
348-8249 1103 6th Street House1 3/4 blocks north of Old Main.
2 story 3 bedroom apartment,
washer & dryer. Trash service
included.
_______________________ 00
Now renting Fall 07’/Spring 08’
751 6th Street. 1& 2 bedroom
apts. security and lease required.
No pets.348-8305
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with
furnished leather furniture. 10
or 12 month lease. 235-0505 or
354-0754
_______________________ 00

*******Fall 07-08 Many New
1,2,3 and 4BR APTS Starting as
low as $240 mo. PP. 348-7746 or
visit www.CharlestonILApts.com.
*******
_______________________ 00
Excellent location apartments for
2007-2008 school year. 1,2,3,4
bedroom available. 11 1/2 month
leases starting 8/15/07, parking
included, furnished, laundry on
premises, and locally owned.
Please call for showing and leave
message 348-0673.
_______________________ 00
Quiet away from campus. 3 or
4 BR. New carpet, W&D, water,
trash, furnished. Phone 3457244
_______________________ 00
Cozy house AVAILABLE NOW
through May 15th 07-Spring
Semester. Good parking near
Eastern. 348-8406
_______________________ 00
One six bedroom house and one
five bedroom house, 2 blocks
from campus. Call 217-7288709
_______________________ 00
5,4,3 BDRM Houses For Fall.
Efficiency
Apts,
Excellent
locations, C/A, W/D, Will Partly
Furnish, Trash, Lawn Services.
EFFICIENCY APTS AVAILABLE
SPRING 2007. 345-3235
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom, furnished, clean and
quiet. Local owner. Water and
Trash included at $265 each.
1111 2nd St. next to the park. call
348-5427.
_______________________ 00
4 bedroom 2 1/2 bath townhouse
at Brittany Ridge. Dishwasher,
W/D, trash all included at $265
each. Great place to live. call
549-1957.
_______________________ 00
1515 2nd St.-8 Bedroom, 3 Bath,
Washer & Dryer, Central Air,
Wireless Internet; 345-3148
_______________________ 00
PP&W Properties New 1 and 2
bedroom apartments available
August ‘07. 1 block from Old
Main on 6th St.. 348-8249
_______________________ 00
5 to 6 bedroom house close to
campus. 345-6533
_______________________ 00
One Bedroom X-Large Apartment
Available December 16. $360/
mo. Water and Trash Paid. Cat
Ok. 745 6th Street. Call 5817729 or 345-6127.
_______________________ 00
VILLAGE RENTALS Renting for
2007-2008 1 bedroom apts.,
2 bedroom remodeled apts., 3
bedroom houses. Furnished,
laundry facilities and close to
campus. Call (217) 345-2516
EHO
_______________________ 00
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A lab top that costs $1,200 is
really worth $2,000 because of all
the extra software the university
would provide.
Jessica Eyer, a senate student
representative, said she just bought
a computer and has everything she
needs on it for $700 to $800.
When Poulter asked his students
about the requirement they agreed
it was a good idea but were
concerned how they would pay for
it, he said.
Students would have the option
of having financial aid cover it if the
university makes it a requirement,
Poulter said.
A concern among faculty was
the maintenance once all students
had laptops.
Other universities and colleges
frequently have a hardware vender
that will provide extra units,
Lawhead said.
This gives students the
opportunity to replace their
computer if it dies, he said.
Chatt
Chatterji,
assistant
vice president of Information
Technology Services, said students
would also be able to purchase an
insurance policy.

» Drag queen
fr om pag e 1

Next came the make-up.
Two smudges of green eye
shadow, a streak of rouge on
each check and some foundation
highlights.
The beard would stay.
“Now this is just a stage makeup job,” Mann said, as if to warn
Roger not to try and duplicate the
look for a night out on the town.
As the drag queens continued to
get ready, running back and forth
adjusting their wigs and bustiers,
Reeter began his most difficult
task, donning the high-heeled,
black leather calf boots.
Now a “queen,” Reeter joked,
“Now I understand why it takes
women so long to get ready!”
A shout of “five minutes, ladies!”
came from the hallway, and it was
almost show time.
Act Two began, and Roger
waited in the wings while the drag
queens took the stage and danced
to “Lady Marmalade” from Moulin
Rouge.

» Drag show
fr om pag e 1

From the opening number “Liquid
Dreams” by O-Town, to a curtain call of
“We Are Family” by Sister Sledge, the
crowd of nearly 400 cheered, laughed
and sang along, as the kings and
queens strutted, shimmied, sashayed
and grinded on stage and through the
aisles.
“There was lots of glitter and
feathers, and skin and make-up and
it was very, very good,” said Mark
Bratton, a Lakeland College student
who made the trip to Eastern to see
the show.
Anna Stevens, show coordinator
and Pride vice president, who also
preformed in the show as Lance Lixalot,
said the organization was very excited

Students currently pay two
technology fees; $55 for computer
technology and $48 for network
fees per semester.
If the initiative took place
students would still pay a fee, but
there would just be a shift in where
the money is used,” said Michael
Hoadley, assistant vice president
for the Center for Academic
Technology Support.
Other members were concerned
about how Eastern prides itself in
being cost-effective.
“Our selling point is textbook
rental,” said Lynn Curry, history
professor.
She questioned how the school
would expect those students who
can’t afford books to purchase lab
tops.
Another concern is that some
departments would need the
laptops more than others.
Bud Fischer, biology professor,
said he would need a more expensive
laptop capable of running certain
programs as opposed to Thomas
Sinclair, special education professor,
who said his students wouldn’t be
using their computers as much.
“This is going to be area
specific,” said Senate chair Assege
HaileMariam.
The next senate meeting will
be at 2 p.m. Tuesday in the Booth

Then it was Reeter’s turn.
Mann brought him out to an
eager crowd, the audience hooted
with laughter and cheered as he
awkwardly strutted down the stage
to the edge flipping his hair and
swaying to beat as he reached out
to collect his tips – 15 dollars in
singles.
“I kissed one of them (the dollar
bills) with my lipstick, and I’m
going hang it on my wall and it’s
going be a souvenir,” he said.
A lipstick-smudged dollar isn’t
the only thing Reeter will take with
him from Monday night.
He has a newfound respect for
the drag queens.
“Those shoes are absolutely
horrible to walk in and they’re
leather and very hot, too. I give
them all the credit in the world, it
was very hard, very fun though,” he
said.
Reeter doesn’t know if he’ll do
drag at Eastern again, but he said if
he ever had the opportunity again,
he wouldn’t be as hesitant.
“I feel loved!” proclaimed the
beaming new queen as her reign
on stage ended. “I loved how loud
they (the crowd) screamed. It was

about the turnout and all the first
timers in the audience.
“It’s wonderful that we can give
students on campus a chance to see
something they might not ordinarily
see,” DiBianco said.
The audience got an education
as well as entertainment. Emcee
Jeremy Schafer told dirty gay jokes
and co-emcee Amaya Mann said the
performers gave the audience a lesson
on what she called, “fag lingo” with
words like “Late” which is bad, as in a
bad hair-do or ugly shoes, and “Beat”
which means good.
The show lasted the entire four
scheduled hours and despite a
break because of technical difficulties,
the show continued without
complication.
– Compiled by Katie Anderson, Staff Reporter
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Eastern ended the season
ranked 38th in the nation in total
offense, 52nd in scoring and 83rd
in passing.
“I think we lacked consistency
on offense (in the playoff game)
and most of the season,” Panthers
tailback Vincent Webb Jr., said.
Webb was named OVC cooffensive player of the year after
gaining 1,405 yards and rushing
for seven touchdowns this season.
He is the first Panther to win the
offensive player of the year award
since quarterback Tony Romo, now
starting quarterback of the Dallas
Cowboys, won the award in 2002.
“After being a walk-on five
years ago, I’m very happy with the
amount of success I had,” Webb
said.
On the defensive side of the ball,
junior linebacker Donald Thomas
was named OVC defensive player
of the year after leading the league
in total tackles with 127.
The St. Louis native is the third
Panthers linebacker to win the
award in the last five years, with
Clint Sellers winning the award last
season and Nick Ricks winning the
award in 2002.
“He came into my office last year
and said ‘Coach I’m so disappointed
with the way I played this season,’”
Bellantoni said. “If we had ten more
of him we’d never lose a game.”
Eastern now starts recruiting
with the mystery of whether or not
Spoo will be on the Eastern sidelines
for the start of the 2007 season.
That specific question has been

“He came into my
office last year
and said ‘Coach I
so disappointed
with the I played
this season; if we
had ten more of
him we’d never
lose a game.”
asked by numerous high school
prospects and coaches contacted by
the Panthers program.
“Coach Spoo says he wants to
coach longer than Joe Paterno, so
coach is 70 (years old) and Joe is
80,” Huston said.
“He has no plans to go
anywhere,” Bellantoni said. “It’s
easier to deal with that when you’re
telling the truth instead of making
up a lie.”
With
consecutive
playoff
berths and the OVC being a twobid league for the first time since
2001, the program sees the road
to a three-peat as less than a given.
However, they are hoping to receive
a better chance to advance deep in
the postseason.
“It seems to me that we always
get matched up with the Gateway
champion and I’d like to see a
Patriot League champ or MEAC
champion,” Bellantoni said. “I
think we become a victim of the
regionalization.”

» Pack
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But this brings up a point:
athletes are overwhelmed with all of
these non-healthy options, which
outnumber the few healthy options
that exist. Gatorade, water, Powerade
and various juice drinks are the only
ones available for athletes.
And the vending machines
picturing Eastern athletes are only
in places convenient for the athletes.
What about the rest of the campus?
In the residence halls the pop
machines have a picture of a Dr.
Pepper can, and vacant are the
vending machines featuring Eastern
athletes. The students of this
campus should have access to the
same vending machine covers as the
rest of the athletes. Having Eastern
athletes on these can promote school
spirit, which is severely lacking.
But, there is a problem with the
current vending machines. I don’t
recognize anyone on them. Here are
suggestions for cover athletes on the
EIU vending machines.
One: junior wide receiver Micah
Rucker, a Minnesota transfer and
Florida native who dominated the
football scene.
Two: Senior women’s basketball
guard Meggie Eck, who has hit 16
3-pointers on the season.
Three: Sophomore softball
pitcher Kathleen Jacoby, who
posted a 2.36 earned run average
last spring.
These three athletes can now
become the poster-children for
drinking healthy and promoting
Panther athletics.
Milk, orange juice or Gatorade?
Those are the choices of drink for
the athletes. What will yours be?
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Bulls pull away for win
The Associated Press

CHICAGO – Ben Gordon
scored 23 points, Ben Wallace kept
his headband out of sight, and the
Chicago Bulls beat the New York
Knicks for the second time in four
nights, 102-85 on Tuesday.
Back home after going 1-6 on
the annual circus road trip, the

WDCS
Walter DUI &

Counseling Services
•
1550 Douglas Drive
Suite 115
Charleston, IL 61920
•

217.348.DUIS (3847)

Bulls pulled away midway through
the fourth quarter.
But there was a new twist in
the controversy between Wallace
and the team. He said Tuesday his
right hand – which he injured in
Saturday’s 106-95 victory at New
York  – has ligament damage and
bone chips.

MLM
PROPERTIES

AVAILABLE
FALL 2007
GREAT
LOCATIONS!
• 6 BR 2 BA house with
new addition; one block
north of campus on 2nd
Street
• 2 and 3 BR apartments;
within 2 blocks of campus; furnished; washer/
dryer
CALL 217-493-7559 FOR
MORE INFORMATION
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Men’s basketball | Notebook

Eastern played first conference game in nation
By Matt Daniels
Sports Editor

Eastern and Murray State met
Saturday in the first game of not
only the Ohio Valley Conference
season, but also the first conference
game in the nation.
The game was played the
Saturday after Thanksgiving because
it was the only day that worked
out for both schools, Eastern
head coach Mike Miller said.
“It was not something that
was ideal, but when we play 20
conference games, and we have
the Bracket Buster in there, it
makes scheduling in February very
difficult,” Miller said. “You have to
move those games up.”
The Bracket Buster game Miller
is talking about is a game Eastern,
as well as all other 10 OVC
schools, are scheduled to play Feb.
17. The opponent and location is
undetermined right now. In the
past, the day could have had a
conference game scheduled, but
now teams play a non-conference
opponent in the Bracket Buster.
“There was no other place to put
(the Murray) game,” Miller said.
“If we had put it somewhere in
January, we’d both have, like, five
games in eight days. We both had
a gap in the schedule … but it felt

Bobby Catchings | Junior forward

“He’s just a workhouse. In practice in high
school, even as a freshman on the varsity,
he did that. That’s one of his better
talents.”
very strange to play a conference
game this early.”
Murray State won, 53-50.

6-foot-4 Parrish leads OVC
in offensive rebounds

Billy Parrish usually gives up
three or four inches to other post
players. But what the sophomore
from Naperville lacks in size, he
makes up for in hustle.
Parrish leads the conference in
offensive rebounds (20) despite
being only 6 feet 4 inches tall.
Junior forward Bobby Catchings,
who played with Parrish at Nequa
Valley High in Naperville, said
the reason Parrish is so good at
grabbing offensive rebounds is he
knows where the ball is going to
come off.
“He’s just a workhorse,”
Catchings said. “In practice in
high school, even as a freshman
on the varsity, he did that. That’s
one of his better talents. You don’t

know where (the ball’s) going and
you turn around and look and he’s
already there. I don’t know how he
does it.”
Parrish has a simple explanation
for why he tends to corral so many
offensive rebounds.
“Just try and go after every
one,” he said. “It’s an easy chance
to go get a basket and you always
help the team out by going in and
putting pressure on the defense.
I’ve been like that for a long time.”

Robinson in top spot of
conference leaders in steals

Sophomore point guard Mike
Robinson says on offense he tries
to stay within Eastern’s offensive
system and not force things.
On defense, however, he has
made it hard for other teams to
even start its offense at times.
Robinson is leading the OVC in
steals with 22, an average of 3.14
per game. Robinson already set

a school-record
with eight in the
season
opener
against LouisianaMonroe
and
had five on
Nov. 21 against
WisconsinGreen
Bay,
including four in
the first half.

Mike
Robinson

Inability to get to the free throw
line is hurting Panthers
Eastern is only averaging
55.3 points per game, last in the
conference. Miller has attributed
this to his team not playing a
complete 40-minute game and also
by not getting to the free-throw line.
Eastern is 62 of 90 (69 percent)
from the foul line this season while
its opponents have made the same
number of free throws the Panthers
have attempted (90 of 136 for 66
percent).
“To score 70, 75, 80 points a
game, you’ve got to get to the foul
line and score anywhere from 15 to
20 points a night from the foul line,”
Miller said.
Eastern went to the free throw
line 19 times in its 63-61 win against
Wisconsin-Green Bay, a season-high
in attempts. In its 56-54 loss at Iowa
State on Nov. 12, Eastern only made

one of its two free throw attempts.
“At times we’re pretty aggressive,
but I think we’re aggressive at the
wrong times” Catchings said. “We
don’t get to the line enough … I
think if we played out of our offense
a little more patient, we could get to
the line more.”

Martin awarded by conference
for last week’s efforts

Freshman guard Romain Martin
was named the OVC’s freshman of
the week for his performance last
week.
The Minneapolis native scored a
career-high 21 points in Saturday’s
53-50 loss at Murray State. He
made eight of 13 shots, including
three of six from beyond the arc. His
21-point effort came after he scored
the game-winning layup on Nov. 21
against Wisconsin-Green Bay.
“He’s going to be a good player
and he’s showing it right now,” said
Parrish about his roommate.
Eastern head coach Mike Miller
said Martin played well late against
Murray. Martin scored 16 points
in the second half, including 11
straight, and cut Eastern’s deficit
from 11 to one point.
“He played well down the stretch
and people found him,” Miller said.
“He made some plays. People made
some plays getting the ball to him.”

College Basketball Roundup | TOP 25

Illinois’ non-conference home win streak ends
The Associated Press

CHAMPAIGN – Mike Jones
scored 19 points to help No. 23
Maryland beat Illinois 72-66 on
Tuesday night in the ACC-Big Ten
Challenge and end the Illini’s 51game homecourt winning streak
against non-conference opponents.
The Terrapins (8-0) blew a 15point lead before recovering to beat
the Illini behind freshman Greivis
Vasquez, who scored 15 of his 17
points in the second half.
Illinois (7-1), which last lost at
home against a non-conference
team in 1998, had 18 points from
Shaun Pruitt.
Maryland ran out to a 20-6
lead in the first 6 minutes. Jones

hit back-to-back 3s and a jumper,
and James Gist had a follow slam to
silence a large orange-clad crowd at
the Assembly Hall.

No. 5 Kansas 83,
Dartmouth 32

LAWRENCE, Kan. – Darrell
Arthur and Darnell Jackson each
scored 13 points to help No. 5
Kansas rout outmanned Dartmouth
83-32 on Tuesday night, handing
the Big Green one of their worst
losses ever.

No. 1 Florida 83,
Southern 27

GAINESVILLE,
Fla.–
Al
Horford scored 12 points, Walter
Hodge added nine in place of Corey

Brewer and Florida rebounded
from its first loss with a rout against
winless Southern.

No. 6 Alabama 75,
Louisiana-Monroe 61

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. – Mykal
Riley and Alonzo Gee each scored
22 points and Alabama rallied for a
victory against Louisiana-Monroe.

No. 12 Wisconsin 81,
Florida State 66

MADISON, Wis.– Alando
Tucker scored 22 points, including
18 after being poked in the eye, and
Wisconsin beat Florida State in the
ACC-Big Ten Challenge.
Toney Douglas scored 24 points
to lead Florida State.
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Phi Sigma Pi welcomed in seventeen new members on
November
November 17,
14,2006
2006. Congratulations everyone!

!"#
Morgan
McGovern
Brittany Balch
Claire Richmond
Monica Newman
Eilidh Hall

Justine Robey
Will Seidelmann
Kristie Murphy
Carol Anne
Novander
Angela Westwood

Phi Sigma Pi

Park Place Apartments

!"# !"# !"# !"# !"# !"# !"# !"#

on the corner of 7th & Grant
next to the Union

1,2,3 &4 Bedrooms Available

NOW SHOWING
FOR 2007

Youngstown Apartments

345-2363

~Central Air
~Fully Furnished
~Garbage Disposal
~Decks
Cambridge & Nantucket
curve on South 9th Street
~3 Laundry Facilities Around theAcross
from Church
~Dishwashers
What are you waiting for?
Advertise in the DEN to help your business grow
581-2816

1, 2, 3 Bedroom Apartments

Remodeled Units
FREE Parking
Fully Furnished
Trash PAID

Contact Jennifer
348.1479
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triplethreat

While Eastern men’s basketball
hasn’t had a winning season since
2000-2001, including the three-year
career of forward Bobby Catchings
(above), they have never been rated
the worst team in the country. That is,
until now.
As of Tuesday the Panthers were
ranked last (336th) according to the
Ratings Percentage Index. Here are
three teams we feel Eastern is clearly
better than right now.
1. Wisconsin–Green Bay (No. 327)–
Duh, Eastern beat the Phoenix 63-61 on
Nov. 21 in Lantz Arena for its only Division
I victory this season. A game-winning layup
by freshman guard Romain Martin means
logically the Panthers should be ahead of
this Horizon League team.
2. Prairie View A&M (No. 300)–
Eastern may be struggling to put the ball
in the basket, but its frustration isn’t even
close to the level of these Panthers from
Texas. Prairie View has been held to less
than 50 points in four of its first five games
against Division I opponents (all losses).
3. Texas State (No. 303) – Mike Miller
can safely say his current program in
Charleston is better than his former one in
the Lonestar State. Miller led them to the
NCAA Tournament in 1997 but the Bobcats
have yet to play anybody in the top 100 and
have given up more than 80 points three
times already this season. Add that onto the
fact they have already lost a game against
the 281st team in the RPI, Centenary.
–Matthew Stevens

Kevin Murphy |
Running with the pack

Drinking the
right stuff

Pepsi, Mountain Dew, Gatorade
and water.
The list of beverages could on
and on. Most non-athletes could
chug down a liter of Mellow Yellow,
but most athletes wouldn’t have the
choice.
Athletes have to watch what
they take into their bodies, and
that includes liquids and beverages
of any sort, such as milk, beer or
Mr. Pibb.
Only one of those options is
available to athletes. The milk.
Yes, they don’t always have
the freedom of choice when it
comes to liquids. But, if healthy
intake of liquids can improve their
performance, so be it.
People would like to see an Ohio
Valley Conference championship
or win against an Illinois school
because an Eastern athlete took
care of their body.

»

see Pack, Page 10

Kevin Murphy is a freshman journalism
major. He can be reached at
kjmurphy@eiu.edu.

Football| season Recap

One Long Year
Panthers disappointed
with 2006 finish

and a second straight home playoff
loss.
Now, the realization that they
don’t have a practice, meeting or
schedule date to meet anymore this
season is starting to hit the coaches
and players.
“There’s a awkward void there
because we are creatures of habit,”
Eastern head coach Mark Hutson
said. “It’s like traveling on the
freeway and then having to get on
the onramp. We’re in the 35 miles
per hour zone right now.”
Eastern ended its season with
a 8-5 record, ranked 15th in the
country, according to the Sports
Network Poll, and won a share of
the OVC title for the third time
in seven years. But because of the
24-13 defeat in Saturday’s playoff
game to rival Illinois State, there
were more disappointments than
expected.
“We had everything we wanted

By Matthew Stevens
Sports Reporter

For the entire 85-day season,
it seemed like the Eastern football
team had some distraction, issue or
physical injury to overcome.
This defined the 2006 season.
“It was the longest season of
my career,” Eastern defensive
coordinator Roc Bellantoni said.
On the season-long road to
the NCAA Championship game
in Chattanooga, Tenn., there
were many roadblocks including
the season-long illness of head
coach Bob Spoo, Ohio Valley
Championship defensive player of
the year Clint Sellers laying on the
turf at Illinois never to play again,
a midseason quarterback change

EASTERN’S Ohio Valley
Conference POST-SEASON
Football Awards
» Co-offensive Player of the
Year: Vincent Webb Jr., Sr., RB.
» Defensive Player of the Year:
Donald Thomas, Jr., LB.
» First Team Selections: Vincent
Webb Jr., Sr., RB; Micah Rucker, Jr., WR;
Jon Rueter, Sr., OG; Anthony Rubican,
Jr., OT; Donald Thomas, Jr., LB; Lucius
Seymour, Sr., LB.
» Second Team Selections: Adam
Parsill, Sr., TE; Eric Johnson, Sr., OT;
Pierre Walters, Soph., DL.
» Newcomer Team Selections:
Micah Rucker, Jr., WR; Jeff Sobol,
Soph., DT; Cole Stinson, Jr., QB.

this year and I don’t have a whole
lot of answers as to what went
wrong,” Bellantoni said.
The Panthers have now gone 18

seasons without winning a playoff
game and the program leaders are
fully aware of the time gap.
“It’s been since 1989 since we’ve
won one, and with the expectations
going in, the season didn’t finish
the way we wanted,” Hutson said.
Eastern quarterback Cole
Stinson and the offensive returnees
will now have the 41 weeks until
the Panthers suit up to play at
Purdue on Sept. 8, 2007, to think
about the three-turnover, six-point
performance in the playoff game
last Saturday.
The transfer from Ball State
started the final eight games of
the season after taking over for
incumbent Mike Donato.
Stinson guided the Panthers
to a 6-2 record in those eight
starts with 12 touchdowns and 12
interceptions.

»

see Recap, Page 10

Women’s Basketball | Illinois State 101, Eastern 72

Redbirds light
up Panthers
Illinois State makes
15 three point shots
in blowout win
By Joe Waltasti
Staff Reporter

Illinois State 101, Eastern 72
EASTERN

min fg

ft

reb

m-a m-a

o-t

a

pf pts

Thomas

32 1-4

0-0

0-2

2

4

3

Scaggs

12 3-4

0-0

1-3

0

3

7

Galligan

30 6-18 10-13 1-8

0

2

22

Eck

22 0-1

0-0

0

0

0

0-0

NORMAL
–
Megan Huffman
28 6-15 3-4 0-0 2 3 16
McCracken torched the Panthers
6 0-1 2-2 0-1 2 1 2
Sturtevant
Tuesday night.
17 1-2 3-6 0-3 3 4 5
Canale
Illinois State’s senior guard
18 2-6 4-8 2-5 0 1 8
Coleman
sunk five first half 3-pointers and
14 0-2 2-2 1-2 0 2 2
Maxedon
blew the game wide open, with
1 0-0 0-0 0-1 0 0 0
Kloak
ISU leading 52-35 at halftime.
10 1-2 0-0 2-2 0 1 2
The Rock Island native Kluempers
9 1-2 1-2 1-1 1 0 3
finished with 27 points on 10 of Lipperd
15 shooting (seven of 10 from Baker
1 1-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 2
beyond the arc), in a 101-72 TOTALS
200 22-58 25-39 11-35 10 21 72
Percentages: FG. .379 3-point goals: 3-10 Blocked shots: 1
blowout win at Redbird Arena.
“I was in the zone,” Steals: 10 Turnovers: 20min
ft reb a pf pts
fg
McCracken said. “The basket Illinois State
m-a m-a o-t
literally looked like it was 20 feet Shelton
27 8-17 0-1 4-11 0 3 16
wide.”
Krick
15 0-3 3-5 2-5 3 4 3
The Redbirds (4-2) went 15
Johnson
13 1-2 2-4 2-5 0 3 4
of 32 from the three-point line
Cirone
24 4-5 0-1 0-1 12 2 10
in the win, while Eastern only
27 2-9 2-2 1-3 7 2 7
went three of 10 from beyond Hudson
Butler
the arc.
4 0-0 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
“Illinois State played their Banks
3 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
tails off and kicked ours,” said Graham
5 2-2 0-0 0-0 3 0 6
Panther head coach Brady Sallee. Sandstead
6 2-4 0-0 0-1 0 2 5
While McCracken’s hot hand McCracken
24 10-15 0-0 1-1 1 2 27
sparked the Redbirds’ offense, Stevenson
12 1-4 3-5 4-4 1 0 6
their post defense preserved the Lewis
22 6-9 0-0 1-8 0 5 12
win. Sophomore forward Rachel Singleton
9 1-3 0-0 0-2 1 1 3
Galligan, a Bloomington native,
Bracey
6 0-3 0-0 2-3 0 2 0
was well received by the crowd,
Trumblee
6 1-1 0-1 3-3 0 1 2
but Galligan’s homecoming was
TOTALS
200 38-77 10-19 21-52 29 28 101
spoiled by the Redbirds.
FG. .494 3-point goals: 15-32 Blocked shots: 5
The reigning Ohio Valley Percentages:
Steals: 12 Turnovers: 19
Conference freshman of the
year was played tough in the
post, making only 6 of her 18 high 22 points, 10 from the free
shots (33 percent) from the field throw line, and forced Lewis to
and was blocked three times by foul out with 5:35 left in the
Illinois State’s 6-foot-5 inch center, second half.
Nicolle Lewis.
ISU’s
Kenyatta
Shelton
“I didn’t shoot as well as I have showed off her athleticism in the
before. Yeah, not at all,” Galligan paint, racking up 16 points and
said. “I came out and I was kind 11 rebounds, four offensive, for
of timid at first but finally I just her fourth double-double in six
decided I was going to start taking games.
it in. I wasn’t on and I knew I had
“When you got a young team
to get (ISU’s post players) in foul and you’re building a program,
trouble.”
there are going to be nights like
Galligan finished with a team- this where you got to learn a

jIM mOLDENHAUER| the daily vIDETTE

Sophomore guard Ellen Canale defends against an Illinois State player
during Tuesday night’s game. The Redbirds defeated Eastern 101-72. It
was Eastern’s third straight loss and the second consecutive game the
Panthers have given up more than 100 points.

Brady Sallee | Eastern Head Coach

“When you got a young team ... there are
going to be nights like this where you got
to learn a lesson.”
lesson,” Sallee said. “You take your
lumps and you learn them a hard,
hard way.”
Senior guard Meggie Eck, the
Panthers’ most consistent outside
shooting threat, was smothered
on the perimeter as she was able
to take only one shot and finished
the game with zero points in 22
minutes on the floor.
Point guard Jessica Huffman
scored in double digits for the
fifth consecutive game, finishing
with 16, but the freshman tallied
10 turnovers and only had two

assists.
The Panthers had 20 total
turnovers in the game and the
Redbirds turned those extra
possessions into 28 points.
The Redbirds superior post
play allowed for the Redbirds
to outscore the Panthers 36-30
in the paint and score 15 points
on second chance baskets, the
majority coming from Shelton.
The Panthers (2-3) return to
action Friday when they travel to
Columbia, Mo., to play Alabama
A&M in a four-team tournament.

